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Abstract 

This qualitative study investigates what mastering engineers think of linear phase responses in 

equalizers; how, when and why they would use it or not. Four engineers, working part time or 

full time with mastering, were interviewed in order to gain information about their thoughts 

and opinions on the subject. Meaning condensation was used to analyze the interviews. 

Results showed usage of and opinions on linear phase equalizers varied among the engineers. 

Some special areas suitable for linear phase equalization were brought up. Pre-ringing seemed 

to be an artifact that made two of the engineers avoid linear phase equalizing for most of their 

work. Readers might get some understanding of a linear phase response in filters and its 

applications in different mastering situations.  
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1 Introduction 

With digital technology constantly being under development, music productions are in a 

digital era. Nowadays it is possible to do most of a music production – recording, mixing and 

mastering – in the digital domain. Digital audio workstations (DAW:s) have replaced tape 

recorders and mixing consoles in many studios, and using digital software processors (plug-

ins) is a popular alternative to using analog outboard processors. 

With plug-ins come many alternatives. An engineer or a studio might afford to have several 

plug-ins of each kind of processor – for example different equalizers, reverbs, delays or 

dynamic processors.  As for equalizers, there are digital designs that emulate the sound of 

analog gear. There are also digital equalizer designs that exist only in the digital domain. One 

example of this is linear phase equalizers. 

The concept of linear phase equalizing might be somewhat foreign to many audio engineers. 

Maybe some has heard of it in conjunction with audio mastering. The benefits and drawbacks 

of linear phase equalizers, as compared to non-linear phase equalizers, are not obvious to 

everyone. Also, there is not very much research available on the topic. A deeper investigation 

into the audible and practical qualities of linear phase equalizers could be of help for any 

upcoming or professional audio engineer that has questions or interest on the subject. Through 

interviewing mastering engineers and gaining a deeper insight into their preferences on the 

topic, this study aims to demystify usage areas for linear phase equalizers. 

2. Background 

2.1 The revolution of digital audio 

Digital audio is an evolving field where the technology is constantly improved. Over the last 3 

– 4 decades, revolutionary progress has been made in digital audio technology. Digital tape 

recording was experimented with in 1969 and starting to establish itself in professional studios 

in 1975. Digital multitrack recorders were introduced in 1980. In the early 80´s, Sony 

introduced the compact disc (CD) and released the first consumer CD player. Digital consoles 

appeared in 1986, the same year as Digital Audio Tape (DAT) recorders were introduced in 

Japan. The following year Sound Tools, a digital audio workstation working with DAT, was 

released by DigiDesign (Audio Engineering Society, 2013). 

With the compact disc being a commercial standard in the 80´s, there came a need for audio 

productions to deliver digital masters of appropriate quality for the distribution medium. Ever 

since the CD went the standard delivery format, new digital music/audio formats have 

appeared on the market. There are portable music players, including cellphones and 

multimedia players, which have pushed the needs for compressed digital audio files that can 
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be downloaded via the Internet. Online audio and music services have increased with internet 

bandwidth, and music streaming applications are in the 2010:s more popular than ever before. 

2.2 Digital audio software 

Not only is the distribution of music is getting digitalized but so are even the tools used to 

record and mix it. Along with digital technology getting both better and cheaper, the market 

for digital audio software is continuously developing. Two examples of popular audio 

software applications are digital audio workstations (DAW:s) and digital audio processing 

software called plug-ins. Digital Audio Workstations are used for both recording and mixing 

of multitracks, making them a very affordable replacement for tape machines and mixing 

consoles. Plug-ins are used inside the DAW:s to process  digital audio. For the price of one 

good analog dynamic processor, one can have several good digital plug-in dynamic 

processors. The same goes for equalizer plug-ins. There are many plug-ins that emulate 

popular analog processors. Examples of this are Universal Audio’s emulations of their own 

1176 limiting amplifier and Lydkraft’s Tub-Tech Equalizer, Waves emulations of Abbey road 

plate reverbs, among many others. Buying licenses to this kind of emulation plug-ins is 

usually much cheaper than buying the original hardware. 

2.3 Digital Mastering 

Not only music recording and mixing but also the mastering industry has benefited from the 

large progress in digital audio technology. Mastering is the last creative step of a music 

production, where final mixes of separate songs or whole albums are turned into a product in a 

format that is ready for disc pressing or online distribution. If mastering a whole album, songs 

are adjusted in tonal balance and level to sound like they belong together. Some common tasks 

in audio mastering are dynamic processing, equalization and leveling. Among professionals 

analog gear is commonly used, but sometimes the whole mastering stage might be done 

digitally. Benefits with working completely in the digital domain are several:  

 If using no outboard equipment, the whole project can be done “in the box” meaning 
all processing and leveling is done in a DAW in a computer. There is no need for 

patching cables between equipment, and no sound quality degrading digital to analog 

and analog to digital conversions are needed (except for monitoring) – even the final 

master is made in a digital format. 

 The project settings and plug-in settings can be saved for later. There is no need to take 

notes on plug-in processor parameters; they are automatically recalled the next time the 

project is opened in the computer. This can be very time saving, especially if the client 

wants revisions. 

 A digital backup of the DAW project or the final master can quickly and easily be 

saved to a hard drive or to online storages. 

 If needed, a plug-in can be used several times; on different tracks or on the same track. 

 Digital plug-ins are usually much cheaper than analog counterparts. 
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2.4 A cheaper solution 

Much digital audio software has gotten so cheap that even private persons can afford having 

project studios at home.  With a DAW, a pair of speakers or headphones, a sound interface and 

a computer, anyone can do music production at home. It is possible to do the whole creative 

music production chain - recording, mixing and mastering - at home. There is no need to pay 

expensive rates to hire commercial studios. According to Gavin Lurssen, “Technology is 
changing everything”; with digital technique being widely available, people cannot only 
record and mix but also do the marketing and distribution of the media themselves (Rumsey, 

2010). 

Today the large number of home studios is competing with professional studios. Home 

recording is forcing some studios to lower their prices to keep up the competition1. Music 

streaming services, allowing people to pay way less than before for listening to music, might 

also be something that lowers the budgets for many music productions. Software applications 

can be used as replacements for analog gear in studios that cannot afford to buy, no longer 

maintain, or simply are not interested in expensive analog tape recorders, mastering/mixing 

consoles or outboard processors. 

Most professionals in audio mastering do not perceive digital equalizers as being of the same 

good quality as analog equals. Digital equalizers have been criticized for sounding less 

musical and diverse than the analog equalizers. However, the technology is constantly 

improving and reaching better sounding results. Most plug-ins today use a word-length of 64 

bit, as opposed to the previously 32 bit. The higher word length makes a great difference in 

quality, particularly for equalizers. There are designers of digital equalizers that even believe 

digital designs can be better than analog (Wadell, 2013). 

As for digital equalizers, there are many plug-in options that are made to emulate the sound of 

popular analog brands and designs. There are also designs that, instead of trying to mimic the 

analog sound, take advantage of the benefits of digital filters. One example of this is 

equalizers utilizing a linear phase response. What is a linear phase response, and why would 

that be desirable in an EQ? 

2.5 Phase shifts in filters  

Please note: In the following sections, the word “filters” does not include reverbs, dynamic 
processors or likewise. The word is used in the meaning of filters affecting the amplitude at 

certain frequencies, i.e. the kind of filters that are commonly found in equalizers. 

2.5.1 A time artifact 

With any analog filter comes a delay that varies with frequency, filter steepness and amount of 

cutting or boosting. This phase shift is a time artifact coming from changing the amplitude in 

the frequency domain. Many digital equalizers imitate this behavior of analog filters, 

                                                           
1
 Personal communication, Birgir Jón Birgisson, January 01, 2016. 
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introducing different amounts of delay when affecting the amplitude at different frequencies. 

This analog-style design is mathematically termed mimimum-phase (Katz, 2007). For a 

minimum phase bell filter, the phase shift will be most significant below and above the center 

frequency, at frequencies where the slope in the EQ curve is the steepest (FabFilter, 2013). A 

minimum-phase filter has a ringing effect called post-ringing taking place after transients 

(FabFilter, 2013). Equalizer plug-ins of the minimum-phase style seem to be the most popular 

for mastering applications, and are seen as the most musical-sounding and analog-like options 

if using digital EQ:s (Wadell, 2013). More on the minimum-phase filter design is found in 

section 2.6.3. 

2.5.2 Linear phase filtering 

Sometimes it could be desirable to eliminate the phase shifts when equalizing. This can be 

achieved in a digital filter if all frequencies are delayed by the same amount. It is called a 

linear phase response or constant delay. The plug-in company Waves gives a description of 

nonlinear phase versus linear phase equalizing, saying the phase shift in normal analog or 

digital EQ:s reduces sharpness and clarity in short transients. This is because the phase shifts 

“smears the transients over a longer time”. Waves describes the sound of an EQ without phase 
shifts as truer to the source and more musical sounding. Though transparent, it is effective for 

manipulating the harmonic spectrum. Their own FIR Linear Phase EQ (or LinEQ) is mainly 

intended for mastering (Waves, 2001). 

Worral on the other hand has another approach, meaning nonlinear phase equalizing is better 

for preserving transients, at least in the bass area. A ringing effect, similar to the one in 

minimum phase filters, takes place in linear phase filters too. However, the ringing in linear 

phase filters is equally distributed before and after the original transient (called pre- and post-

echo or –ringing). He describes the audible sound of pre-ringing as a crescendo to the transient 

and compares it to a reversed reverb. He claims that the ringing should come after the 

transient, as in a minimum phase filter, to maintain the attack (FabFilter, 2013). Pre-ringing 

artifacts being bad for low frequencies is also confirmed by Wadell, who claims linear phase 

equalizers are normally not preferred among mastering engineers (Wadell, 2013). On the 

contrary, mastering engineer Collin Jordans thinks that the Weiss EQ1-LP Linear Phase EQ is 

very transparent, and says that it is “very useful for taming sub-bass that is out of control” 

(Gearwire, 2009). 

Worall instead shows another use for linear phase filters: when filtering one of two correlated 

signals and adding them together, the phase relationships between the two signals will be 

maintained, and there is no risk for phase cancellations (which arise if using nonlinear phase 

filters, especially true for steep such) (FabFilter, 2013). 

According to mastering engineer Bob Katz a minimum phase equalizer can smear depth and 

imaging. However, in accordance with Worral, Katz claims that linear phase equalizing 

slightly can deteriorate transient response (in contrast to Waves that mean transients suffer 
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from nonlinear phase equalizing) (Katz, 2007). Obviously there are several different 

approaches to a linear phase response in equalizers. These different approaches will be of big 

interest for this study. 

What is it that creates this pre-ringing effect in linear phase equalizers, and how can the phase 

shifts be eliminated? To understand how a linear phase response can be achieved follows a 

short introduction to digital filter design. 

2.6 Digital filter design 

2.6.1 Impulse response 

Any linear analog or digital filter has an impulse response, which is the way any input signal is 

affected when passing through it. In this case linear is referring to the filter being a linear 

system, not having a linear phase response (a system is considered linear if having 

homogeneity and additivity - for mathematical background refer to Smith, [1997]). To get the 

impulse response of a filter, an impulse is sent through it. The output of the filter is the 

impulse response.  

2.6.2 Convolution/FIR 

There are two common ways of implementing a digital filter. Having an impulse response of a 

digital filter, the input signal can be convolved with the impulse response and the filter is 

implemented. In convolution, the output signal is the result of the impulse response weighted 

by every value of the input signal. The impulse response of a digital filter implemented by 

convolution is called a filter kernel. This kind of impulse response reaches a value of zero 

within a finite amount of samples and is therefore called a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) 

filter. When knowing the impulse response, the frequency response of the filter can be 

calculated with help from the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) (Smith, 1997). The FFT transform 

takes information from the time domain and converts it into information in the frequency 

domain. The FFT utilizes complex mathematics which do not need further explanation in this 

report. For now, important to know is that the shape of the kernel decides the shape of the 

filter and how the filter behaves. For a complete description of the FFT transform, readers are 

referred to Brigham (1974). 

2.6.3 Recursive filters/IIR 

The other common way of implementing digital filters is called recursion. Recursion is an 

extension of convolution. The recursive filters are not defined by filter kernels but by 

recursion coefficients. After convolving the input signal with a filter kernel (as in FIR filters) 

the previously calculated output values and the input values are multiplies with different 

coefficients and added together to get the next output values. This gives the filter a long 

impulse response without using a long and slow convolution. The impulse response consists of 

sinusoids with exponentially decaying amplitude. With the amplitude never reaching zero in 

theory, the impulse response is of infinite length, thus giving recursive filters the name Infinite 

Impulse Response (IIR). In practice, however, there comes a point where the amplitude drops 
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below the round-off noise level of the digital system. From that point, the rest of the samples 

in the impulse response are ignored (Smith, 1997). 

The choice of coefficients decides the filters frequency response and behavior (for example 

the analog-style minimum-phase behavior). To specify the coefficients the z-transform is used 

to break the impulse response into sinusoids and amplitudes decaying exponentially. Smith 

(1997) describes the mathematics as a fraction where the roots of the numerator (called zeroes) 

and denominator (called poles) can be complex numbers. The locations of the poles and zeroes 

in the complex plane give a graphical illustration of the characteristics of any filter. When 

these locations are specified, suitable coefficients can be found. If all the poles and zeroes are 

located inside the unit circle, the filter is termed minimum-phase. A whole chapter dedicated 

to the z-transform was written by Smith (1997). 

2.6.4 Linear phase filter design 

For a filter to be linear-phase, all frequencies must be delayed by the same amount of samples 

(hence it can also be called a “constant delay filter”). To achieve this, the filter must have a 

kernel which left and right sides are symmetrical. This means that the signal will be affected 

both before and after its main pulse. This is what creates the pre-ringing effect mentioned 

earlier. All frequencies will be delayed by half the length of the kernel (Smith, 2007). Because 

of the fact that a symmetrical impulse response is needed to achieve phase linearity, recursive 

IIR filters usually cannot be linear phase. There are however complementary techniques that 

can be applied to achieve linear phase responses in IIR filters (Azizi, 1997) (Kurosu, Miyase, 

Tomiyama & Takebe, 2003). Also, taking a filtered signal, reversing it, and sending it through 

the exact same filter will reverse any phase shifts, making the new output linear phase (and 

reversed). Magnitude will be squared. This means any filter can be made linear phase if offline 

processing is accepted (Smith, 1997). This offline filtering technique might be considered 

unpractical for mastering because of the inability to work in real time. F.I.R filters with 

symmetrical kernels might be a better option if needing to monitor the filtering in real time 

with different parameter settings. 

2.6.5 What is ideal for audio? 

Smith has a discussion on linear phase versus nonlinear phase filtering. Consider the masking 

effect in human hearing: masking of sounds is stronger after a pulse than before it. Perhaps the 

most inaudible ringing could be distributed in a way somewhere between linear-phase and 

minimum phase: The pre-ringing could be short enough to be more or less masked by 

transients, and the post ringing could be somewhat shorter than in minimum phase and 

therefore likely to be less audible than in a minimum phase case (Smith, 2007). 

2.7 Objectives of the study 

Based on the above, the opinions on what phase response is preferable for audio vary. Some 

questions might arise when reading about the benefits and drawbacks of linear phase filter 

designs. What is the sound of a linear phase response? Is there any situation where linear 
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phase is always preferable, or the opposite? Is access to a linear phase equalizer a priority 

when mastering? Are linear phase EQ:s more common in mastering than mixing? 

This study aims to demystify the usage areas for linear phase equalizing in digital audio 

mastering. The people most capable of giving relevant answers to the questions above are 

likely to be the mastering engineers themselves. To get a deeper understanding and more 

elaborate reasoning it seems appropriate to do a qualitative study. The method is centered on 

interviews with engineers in the business, with focus on trying to find out what preferences 

they have on linear phase equalization. 

3 Method 

3.1 Semi-structured interviews 

The interviews were semi structured, as described by Denscombe (2014): An interview guide 

with a list of topics and questions was prepared before the interviews, but the focus was to let 

the interviewees speak freely and develop their ideas when a topic was introduced. The 

sequence of the questions was allowed to be altered depending on how the different interviews 

unfolded, according to the description by Densombe. 

Each interview started with some questions about the interviewee’s background in mastering 

and continued with questions about equalization in general before moving towards more 

narrow questions about linear phase equalizing. The interviews ended with a chance for the 

interviewees to add anything they felt like. 

Some supplementary questions were prepared and some came up during the interviews. When 

the answers went too much off topic, no supplementary questions were asked. New questions 

were then picked from the list. Very leading questions were kept to a minimum as to not force 

the interviewees to give specific answers. The interview guide, translated to English, is found 

in appendix 1. A meaning condensation method was used for the analysis to make shorter 

descriptive texts of the raw data from the interviews. The meaning condensation method is 

described in section 4.2.1. 

Four interviewees participated in the study. The interviews were done with one interviewee at 

a time. Audio was recorded with a Zoom h4n. Two of the interviews were done face to face. 

Because of too long travel distances, the other two interviews were done via video calls using 

Skype. No video was recorded because of two reasons: Firstly, the interviewees might feel 

more comfortable if knowing they were not caught on video. Secondly, running a screen 

capture program during the Skype interviews could use much CPU power and negatively 

affect the technical quality of the video calls. It was considered that possible body language 

and expressions that suppressed ideas or opinions could be noted at the time of the interview 

and did not need to be filmed. 
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Each interview lasted between 10 to 25 minutes. Interviews were held between the 24th of 

February to the 2nd of March in 2016. Some complementary comments were given by two of 

the interviewees after the interviews were completed. 

3.2 Description of the interviewees 

The four interviewees participating in the study worked at least part time with mastering and 

had done at least some work digitally. The interviewees were the following: 

 

Interviewee A: 

 Has done some mastering projects per year for the latest 22 years. In later years about 

one album/year. 

 Started out with mostly analog mastering gear. Has since then went over to a 

combination of analog and digital outboard. Makes final adjustments digitally in the 

box (Pro Tools) when all tracks on an album are recorded. 

 Masters mostly acoustical music like jazz, folk songs/ballads (translated from Swedish 

word “visa”) and classical music. 

 Uses mostly the Massenburg Design Works HiRes EQ in TC Electronics hardware 

M6000 when equalizing digitally. Uses Waves Linear Phase EQ (or “LinEQ”) when 
making final adjustments in the box, or if mastering completely in box. 

 43 years old 

 Interviewed in person, face to face 

 

Interviewee B: 

 Has mastered for the latest 13 years. Masters about an hour or more almost every day. 

 Uses a combination of analog and digital outboard gear before making final 

adjustments in the box (Pyramix). 

 Uses a lot of analog gear when equalizing. Uses digital EQ mainly for “cleaning up” 

(reducing problem frequencies) and for making final adjustments in the box when all 

tracks on an album are recorded. Uses Pyramix’ built in EQ when equalizing in the 
box. 

 Masters mostly rock/pop music. 

 34 years old 

 Interviewed via Skype video call 
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Interviewee C: 

 Has done mastering projects for at least 15 years. Has mastered about 4 – 5 projects a 

year, varying over the years. 

 Has mastered almost exclusively digitally in the box (Nuendo) in later years. Did more 

analog work at first. 

 Masters mostly classical acoustic music. 

 Switches favorite EQ now and then. Uses mostly the Manley® Massive Passive EQ 

plug-in from Universal Audio at the time.  

 43 years old 

 Interviewed in person, face to face 

 

Interviewee D: 

 Has done mastering for 16 years. Masters every day as a full time profession. 

 Masters a lot both analog and digitally. Has in later years gone a little more towards 

digital mastering. 

 Not oriented towards any specific genre; does a lot of different music styles. 

 Uses almost exclusively DMG Audio’s Equilibrium plug-in when equalizing digitally. 

 38 years old 

 Interviewed via Skype video call 

3.3 Transcription and translation 

After the interviews were recorded, they were transcribed. Transcription was done in the 

Swedish language to enable as exact transformations from speech to text as possible. The 

interviews were then read through to get the whole picture of what was said. All parts of the 

interviews that were considered relevant for answering to the research questions were then 

translated into English before doing the analysis. 

4 Results and analysis 

4.1 Analysis 

4.1.1 Meaning condensation 

For the analysis a method called meaning condensation was used. It is described as a method 

for making shorter formulations of the meanings expressed by interviewees. This is done by 

compressing long statements into brief statements that keep the main phrase of what is said. 

The base of meaning condensation analysis consists of the following five steps (Kvale & 

Brinkmann, 2009): 
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1. Reading through the interviews to get the whole picture of what is said 

2. Picking out “meaning units” (natural segments of text/sentences), as determined by 

the researcher  

3. Thematizing of the meaning units from the perspective of the subject, as 

interpreted by the researcher 

4. Asking the meaning units questions that are based on terms of the study’s purpose 

5. Tying together the essential, relevant themes of the interview in a descriptive 

statement 

For this study a variation of the basic method above was used:  

1. Picking out answers from the interview most directly related to the research 

question 

2. Creating meaning units for the answers as determined by the researcher 

3. Condensing each unit to shorter statements as interpreted by the researcher 

4. Creating themes 

5. Sorting each condensed meaning unit into corresponding theme 

Five themes were chosen after the interviews were made, with focus on answering to the 

research questions and gaining insight into the preferences of the interviewees. The results 

from the meaning condensation could then be turned into descriptive texts for the different 

themes: Audible qualities of a good mastering EQ, audible qualities of linear phase equalizing, 

personal use of linear phase equalizing, special areas for linear phase filters, linear phase 

equalization in mastering VS. mixing and finally, importance of accessibility to a linear phase 

EQ. The results from all interviewees were summed together in the same descriptive texts for 

an easier comparison of their opinions in each theme. The idea of making descriptive texts was 

found in and borrowed from a qualitative study by Nyberg and Berg (2014) utilizing meaning 

condensation analysis. 

Down below are the descriptive texts for the five themes. There is a shorter description for the 

content of each theme texts. The interviewees are titled A, B, C and D according to section 3.2. 

Each descriptive text is directly followed by comments and a further analysis by the author. 

Because of the low number of subjects, attempting to generalize the results for a large group 

of mastering engineers was considered inappropriate. Instead, answers from the different 

subjects were looked at individually. However it was looked for patterns, for example if two 

or more engineers shared the same opinion or idea about something. It was also investigated if 

any answers or opinions could be connected to existing facts and theories from resources and 

bibliography on the subject. If so, this could be considered useful for providing extra relevant 

information to the group of mastering engineers as a whole. 

4.1.2 Audible qualities of a good mastering EQ 

Description: The way an equalizer suitable for audio mastering should sound like according to 

the interviewees. 
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B often wanted some analog color, especially if the mixes were done in the box or did not 

sound very great already. C and D rather preferred transparency in the way that the EQ itself 

should have as little colored sound as possible. C said that if you do subtle changes you 

usually want the EQ itself to sound subtle, but pointed out EQ:s with character can be great for 

pop-rock. A had no straight forward opinions on the matter but thought that the way you use 

any EQ makes a bigger audible difference than what EQ you choose.  

At first thought B’s opinion is somewhat the opposite of C and D. However, consider that B 

mostly masters pop and rock music which is the genres that C actually agrees are suitable for 

EQ:s with character. The analog color though is not necessarily comparable with the kind of 

character that C is talking about. Even though both C and D are looking for some kind of 

transparency, none of them connects that to a linear phase response (which, as earlier 

mentioned, have been said to sound transparent) at this point. 

4.1.3 Audible qualities of linear phase equalizing 

Description: The way linear phase responses in equalizers affected sound according to the 

interviewees. 

A believed that phase linearity contributed to a kind of transparency, as in having less audible 

artifacts than in nonlinear phase digital EQ:s. However A could not eliminate the possibility 

that the listening experience and choice of EQ could sometimes be affected by unjustified 

beliefs rather than what is actually heard. Additionally A described the favorite mode “Low 

Ripple”2 in Waves linear phase EQ (from here on called LinEQ) as behaving like an analog 

EQ. C meant that pre-ringing had a negative, smearing effect on transients. However C was 

not completely sure the pre-ringing effect was audible, meaning it actually could be a feeling 

based on preconceptions from knowing what happens technically. C also said that 

theoretically backward masking should make you unable to hear the pre-ringing before 

transients. D thought that linear phase sounded very transparent but also diffuse; the latter 

especially in the bass and especially with narrow filters, meaning the diffuseness probably 

depended on pre-ringing. 

Interesting is that C thinks that linear phase EQ:s have a smearing effect on transients, which 

contradicts those claiming that the same problem is rather inherent among nonlinear phase 

EQ:s (Waves, for example) meaning a linear phase response solves the issue. Maybe both 

cases are true to some extent – as mentioned in the introduction, none of the EQ:s are free 

from ringing; it is just differently distributed depending on the phase response. Furthermore C 

is in the same ideas as Smith, meaning pre-ringing should be somewhat inaudible due to 

backward masking (Waves, 2001). Moreover the text above indicates that both A’s and C’s 
experiences might possibly be affected by preconceptions to some extent. The difference is 

                                                           
2
 Lo  Ripple is o e of th ee diffe e t filte  i ple e ti g ethods i  Wa es Li EQ. The othe  t o a e No al  

a d Accu ate . Lo  ipple p oduces less fluctuatio  i  the f e ue cy espo se i  the passband and stopband 

close to the cutoff frequency. For more info, please check the user manual (Waves, 2001). 
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A’s preconceptions say linear phase sounds transparent (as a positive thing) while C’s 
preconceptions say pre-ringing smears the transients (in a negative way). It is not impossible 

that both beliefs are true – it could be the two engineers having different perceptions on what 

sounds “good”. Once again C and D had alike opinions, meaning pre-ringing gives a negative 

audible effect. D’s description of linear phase filtering introducing diffuseness in the bass can 
be compared to the descriptions of both Wadell (2013) and Worall (FabFilter, 2013). Maybe 

this diffuseness could be compared to the transient “smearing” effect mentioned be Smith and 

interviewee C. It could be investigated whether the analog vibe that A describes as something 

special for the Low Ripple method could be achieved with a minimum phase response, or if 

the analog feel is the result of a linear phase response in combination with low ripple in the 

passband and stopband.  

4.1.4 Personal use of linear phase equalizing 

Description: How the interviewees used or not used linear phase equalizing during mastering. 

A used LinEQ if doing minor post adjustments in the box; the main part of the job was usually 

done with nonlinear phase outboard equipment. However, if working only in the box, A would 

use the LinEQ even for major tonal adjustments. A used the two plug-ins that come with 

waves LinEQ: Low Band which is used for equalization in the bass range, and Broadband 

which can be used over the whole frequency spectrum3. B did not use linear phase equalizing 

but preferred to have a fixed mastering setup normally consisting of analog outboard gear for 

main adjustments and the digital EQ supplied with Pyramix for minor post adjustments. B had 

never been in a situation of making a choice between a linear phase or nonlinear phase EQ. C 

had tried some linear phase EQ:s and had a general perception of not liking them, suspecting it 

had to do with the pre-ringing. C usually avoided linear phase equalizers, saying they were 

never ever a first choice. C would rather take the phase shifts than pre-ringing and meant that 

phase shifts even might contribute with something. D, who normally used the DMG 

Equilibrium if mastering digitally, almost exclusively worked in a nonlinear phase mode, 

maybe switching to linear phase a couple of times per month. Equilibrium can be run in FIR or 

IIR mode, and D usually thought that the nonlinear IIR mode sounded better. D was not 

perfectly sure why the IIR mode sounded better, but suspected pre-ringing being something 

that made the linear phase response sounding bad to some extent. D also preferred the quicker 

response from the plug-in when tweaking the parameters in IIR mode. 

The pre-ringing seems to be the major issue for C and D for not using linear phase equalizing. 

Notice though that they both think pre-ringing is what sounds bad – none of them are 

completely sure about it. This could indicate that the pre-ringing itself does not really sound 

like an obvious ringing, but has a more subtle effect that somehow affects the listening 

experience. As D mentioned earlier, it might be something that rather gives a diffuseness to 

                                                           
3
 According to the user guide the Low Band component offer the same filter types as the Broadband component 

(Waves, 2001). 
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the sound. B seems to not really be interested in a linear phase response, simply settling with 

the usual gear setup that is well-known and proven to work. A seems to be the only one that 

often prefers linear phase equalizing for applications in the box. It seems like the pre-ringing 

phenomenon is not as big of a concern for A as for C and D. Also, we cannot know that A 

would choose to equalize linear phase if the Low Ripple method in LinEQ was unavailable. If 

A for example had access to Equilibrium but not LinEQ, would linear phase mode be used? It 

could be so that the qualities of a low ripple make a bigger difference than the actual linear 

phase response. C prefers phase shifts over pre-ringing. Could this have something to do with 

that we are more used to hearing phase shifts? Not only are nonlinear phase equalizers 

available to a greater extent than linear phase such, they have also been around for a longer 

time both in the analog and digital domain. Maybe we are so familiarized with the sound of 

phase shifts that we expect them to happen.  

4.1.5 Special areas for linear phase filters 

Description: Situations and applications where linear phase equalizing could be considered 

especially suitable compared to non-linear phase equalizing. 

Even if both C and D usually stayed away from using linear phase equalization, there were 

some special applications for linear phase filters that were highlighted during the interviews. 

In the upper midrange towards the treble, D meant that linear phase filters could sound better. 

This was especially true for narrow filters when notching away problem frequencies in 

problematic mixes. C said that linear phase was good for crossover filters in multiband 

processing, meaning the whole frequency spectrum was somehow affected in a way. 

According to C this impact on the whole spectrum sounded better than severe phase distortion 

in the crossover areas, which is the case with nonlinear crossover filters. C did very seldom 

use multiband processing though, meaning it was a pretty extreme measure. Even D agreed 

that crossover filters sounded better linear phase when being free of phase differences in the 

summation of the frequency bands. De-essing was an example of this. Crossover filters was an 

application where linear phase was suitable even in the bass area according to D, provided 

they were not too steep which would introduce too much pre-ringing. D also thought linear 

phase equalization could be useful if processing the mid and side signals very differently, once 

again if dealing with problematic mixes, claiming phase shifts between the two signals could 

make the stereo image fall apart. 

As mentioned in the background, Worall described situations where two correlated signals 

where mixed together as suitable for using linear phase equalizing (FabFilter, 2013). 

Multiband processing, including de-essing, could somehow be described as adding correlated 

signals. Even mid/side signals might be pretty much correlated depending on how panning is 

used in a mix. This might indicate that correlated signals suffer more from phase differences 

between each other than one stereo signal suffer from a consistent phase shift. This seems 

logical considering that the summing of two correlated signals that are different in phase is a 

typical situation for phase cancellations to arise. In a stereo signal with a consistent phase 
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shift, cancellations do not arise and the phase distortion does not become as apparent to the 

ear. Something interesting is that several of the applications above (multiband processing, 

notching, M/S equalization) are used by the engineers on troublesome mixes. This suggests 

that C and D would use linear phase filters mainly when correcting relatively big problems. 

4.1.6 Linear phase EQ:s in mastering VS. mixing 

Description: How common linear phase equalizers were in mastering applications as 

compared to mixing applications, and why, as perceived by the interviewees. 

C thought that linear phase EQ:s were more common in mastering than in mixing because of 

several things. Firstly, the unavoidable latency in a linear phase EQ is inappropriate for 

recording and not great when mixing. Secondly, the increased CPU or DSP usage is also 

inconvenient when mixing and thirdly, the transparency that can be great for mastering you 

seldom want when mixing. D also believed that linear phase equalizers were more common in 

mastering, agreeing that the higher CPU usage was inconvenient when mixing if adding the 

linear phase EQ on numerous tracks. D also brought up the marketing of linear phase 

equalizers being directed towards mastering. Even though many mastering engineers do not 

actually use linear phase EQ:s, the plug-ins are marketed as mastering tools, somehow 

teaching people to associate them with the mastering profession. When working in the box, A 

had chosen LinEQ for mixing as well as for mastering, because it had sounded better. 

Given the opinions above, none of the interviewees really claim that linear phase EQ:s are 

especially good for mastering. Two of them rather bring up the drawbacks in mixing 

situations. This could mean that engineers can be more indulgent of latency and high CPU 

usage in mastering situations. For mastering, low latency can be sacrificed in situations where 

a linear phase response is preferable. That does not mean linear phase equalizers inherently 

sound better than nonlinear phase digital equalizers. The latency and CPU usage is just more 

acceptable for practical reasons in mastering when working with one or few tracks. A who has 

used LinEQ for mixing has probably been okay with the latency. A has maybe had a computer 

powerful enough to meet high computing power demands, or may not have needed to use 

LinEQ on many tracks at the same occasion. 

4.1.7 Importance of access to a linear phase EQ 

Description: How important it was having access to a linear phase equalizer for mastering 

applications according to the interviewees. 

A did not believe that access to a linear phase EQ is a must have when mastering, but 

something you should have, especially if working in the box, even if it is not always the first 

choice. A thought that a linear phase EQ can be a price worthy alternative if you cannot afford 

a good analog EQ, as well as a good option if choosing a digital EQ before an analog for 

flexibility reasons. B did not consider access to a linear phase EQ as something important; if 

having a foolproof, fixed setup that you know is working, it never goes wrong. However B 

pointed out that if working completely in the box, access to several different EQ plug-ins 
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would be a matter of course. C meant that you should have access to a linear phase EQ since 

with more different tools you can do a better job. Even more important, according to C, than 

having several EQ:s was learning how to use the tools you already had in the best possible 

way. D simply thought that it was good having access to a linear phase EQ since it sometimes 

sounded better, but that is was not a must have. 

Both A, C, and D thought that you should have access to a linear phase EQ, but none of them 

believed that it was required. A linear phase EQ could be the right tool for the job at times, but 

not always. B has never felt a need of a linear phase response – his fixed mastering setup has 

been proven to work fine without it. 

4.2 Summary 

 C and D almost always stayed away from linear phase equalization since they had the 

opinion it sounded worse than nonlinear phase equalization in most situations. Both of 

them thought that it had to do with the pre-ringing phenomenon not sounding good.  

 D meant that linear phase equalizing sounded transparent but also diffuse, the latter 

especially in the bass range, suspecting pre-ringing to be the missing factor. Pre-

ringing being bad for low frequencies is agreed by both Wadell and Worall. 

 When working in the box A preferred using Waves LinEQ, believing one of the 

settings made the EQ behave somewhat like an analog EQ. 

 B did not deliberately avoid linear phase EQ:s but had never felt a need of using one 

either. 

 B had had success with the results without using linear phase equalizers. 

 C and D agreed linear phase filters can be good for separating the material for 

multiband processing (for example de-essing or multi-band compression) before 

summing it back together. 

 D said linear phase EQ:s could be a good sounding option at times when dealing with 

problematic mixes; when notching away problem frequencies in the somewhat higher 

frequency range or when equalizing the mid and side signals very differently. 

 A, C and D thought that a mastering engineer should have access to a linear phase 

equalizer to be able to choose it when suitable (opinions varied when it was the most 

suitable or not).  

 B did not consider access to a linear phase equalizer important. 

 B and C both thought that the final result was more important than how to get there or 

what tools were used to get there.  

 A meant that the choices you make in the EQ parameter settings make a bigger 

difference than choosing a different EQ. 
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5 Discussion 

5.1 Results 

The interviews yielded insights into linear phase equalizing from engineers working with 

mastering on a professional level. Some special areas suitable for linear phase equalizing and 

filtering were brought up. The results showed that opinions and preferences varied among the 

interviewees. A few patterns could be observed; for example the pre-ringing was mentioned as 

a bad thing more than once. Interesting is how B and D both were looking for transparency, 

but in most situations neither of them fancied the sound of linear phase equalizers. They both 

thought that it had to do with pre-ringing. Obviously the transparency they were looking for 

could come with nonlinear phase equalizers too. It seems like, for these two engineers, the 

drawbacks of pre-ringing outweigh the benefits of the transparency that comes with linear 

phase equalizing. This must not be true for every engineer; when working in the DAW 

interviewee A used an equalizer with a linear phase response, clearly not disparaging it 

because of the pre-ringing effect. The fact that B had reached success without ever using linear 

phase equalizers indicates that the phase shifts not necessarily is a major issue. The possible 

preconceptions mentioned by A and C could maybe be of interest for future studies. What is 

behind the preconceptions – marketing, rumors among engineers or maybe knowledge coming 

from research? Do engineers base their choices on pre-conceptions rather than what they 

actually hear? Would engineers have the same preferences regarding phase responses in a 

blind test compared to a situation where the phase responses were known? 

5.2 Deficiencies of the study 

As with many qualitative studies, the researcher has been an influencing factor at some points. 

The interview questions are most likely affected to some extent by the researchers perception 

of the research topic, which might be somewhat angled. The meaning condensation analysis is 

a stage where some aspects have been lost when compressing the answers. The analysis is 

subject to interpretations by the researcher, as well as the transcription and translation 

processes. It cannot be guaranteed that no answers are distorted on their way from the 

interviews to the analyzed final results. 

Translating Swedish terms into English proved to be hard at times. The most obvious example 

of this was the Swedish noun “visa”, which meaning should be more or less obvious to most 
Swedish people. A “visa” is a kind of laid-back folk song (not the verb “show” as in showing 
something to someone, which is also “visa” in Swedish). Nevertheless, finding an English 

word equivalent of “visa” seemed almost impossible. However interpretations during 
translation are estimated as not having affected the final results to a large extent.  

It should be noted that several of the answers are somewhat taken out of context. Perhaps the 

clearest example of this is the answers of interviewee A: Most of the work is usually done with 

outboard equipment, parts of it analog. A seems to prefer great analog EQ:s over the LinEQ 

for the main part of the job. Still, A’s ways of working in the DAW are deliberately 
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highlighted in the analysis because they include more opinions relevant to answer the research 

question.  

5.3 Conclusion 

The preferences vary among the interviewees and it is impossible to generalize anything for a 

larger group of mastering engineers. Engineers are not encouraged to make up “rules” from 
the results as for how to use linear phase equalizers. The results could rather give a deeper 

comprehension of the benefits and drawbacks that professional engineers have experienced 

when using linear phase response filters in EQ:s. Readers might get some understanding of 

what to think of in different situations when using an EQ: If equalizing the low frequencies, 

listen for clarity in the bass. If notching away problem frequencies, listen for what phase 

response sounds the most natural. If equalizing the mid and side signals differently, listen to 

what happens with the stereo image. Finally, a linear phase equalizer is not something that 

every mastering engineer must have access to, though it could certainly be of use in some 

situations.  
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7 Appendix 

7.1 Interview guide 

 

 How long have you been doing mastering? 

 How often do you master music? 

 How old are you? 

 

 Are you mainly using digital or analog gear (or a combination of the two?)  

 Are you oriented towards any special music type or genre?  

 What audible qualities are you looking for in a ”good” mastering EQ? 

o What/which EQ:s do you use when mastering? 

o Do you know about any of them being linear phase, or having a linear phase 

mode? 

 If yes, do you usually use the linear phase mode? 

 Why/why not? 

 

 What audible qualities are you associating with linear phase equalizers?  

o Which of them qualities do you perceive as beneficial?  

o Which of them qualities do you perceive as non-beneficial?  

 (Have you experienced any problems with pre-ringing?)  

 Is there any situation where you would always choose a linear phase EQ before a 

nonlinear? 

o Why? 

 

 Is there any situation where you would never choose a linear phase EQ before a 

nonlinear? 

o Why? 

 

 There seem to be a perception among many engineers that linear phase EQ:s sound more 

transparent than nonlinear phase EQ:s (meaning it is harder to tell that anyone has been 

filtering the audio). Do you agree to this? 

o Do you consider transparency to be an important quality for a mastering EQ? 

 Would you choose a linear phase EQ because of its transparent sound? 
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 Could you think of any more factors that could influence your choice of equalizing 

linear phase or not? 

o What is the audible effect? 

 

 Could you roughly estimate how often you use linear phase EQ:s compared to nonlinear 

phase EQ:s? 

 

 Do you perceive linear phase EQ:s as being more commonly used for mastering than 

mixing? 

o If yes, why do you think it is that way? 

 

 Do you think that access to a linear phase equalizer is a “must have” for mastering 

engineers? 

o Why/why not? 

 

  

 Do you want to add something? 

 

 

 

 

 

 


